
     

Does Outsider Art Exist in Vietnam? The Case of Nguyen Nhu Y. 

 

 

   The last decade of art development in Vietnam is characterized by tremendous changes. 

The politic of renovation in all spheres of life which was announced in Vietnam in the 

middle 80’s touched the cultural milieu only the decade later. The governmental 

supervision over cultural production was considerably weakened. The era of prevailing 

socialist realism ceded its place to stylistic diversity in art. The artists began to abandon 

the orthodox aesthetics, to adopt new materials and search for new ways of 

representation. 

       This period in the art development in Vietnam in a way can be compared with the 

beginning of the 20
th
 century in Europe, when the decline of high academic aesthetics 

pushed artists to look for the inspiration in the marginal arts. Namely these sources were: 

children drawings, works by “naives” primitive art from Africa and European folk art 

and, finally, art be the insane. 

       These various artistic marginalia integrated into the Western art scene in two ways: 

first by appropriation of its formal and spiritual elements by avant-garde mainstream and 

later by acceptance of the western cultural circles of the artistic character of the 

“outsider’s” works. 

       In Vietnam where cultural stereotypes are still strong, the established center pays no 

much attention to those who exist and create on the periphery of the art scene. Although 

one can easily see the influences of naïve, folk, primitive art in the works by the well 

known contemporary artists, the outsider art itself still stays far away from the 

recognition. But nevertheless there are some names which are known to a limited number 

of artists and narrow circle of critics and art collectors. Among them are “naïve” artists 

Le Thi, Truong Dinh Hao and Nghiem Xuan Binh in the North.
1
 The “naives” from the 

South got a consistent support and promotion in Saigon’s gallery Tu Do.  

       Within the outsider domain the work of artists with psychological problems stands 

aside. Since the legal status plays not the last role in criteria for judging the artistic 

production, the work of such artists still stays in shadow. Nevertheless in the middle of 

90’s there had been an exhibition in Hanoi’s Nam Son gallery of the surrealistic paintings 

by a mentally disturbed artist from Haiphong. Another name “Y dien” - crazy Y, is 

familiar to anybody who is connected to the contemporary art scene in Hanoi. 

       Nguyen Nhu Y, an artist known under this name, is probably one of the most 

intriguing personalities in the artistic circles and the prolific creator. 

   

                                                
1 Le Thi, a female artist in her 80’s from the suburbs of Hanoi, who began to paint in her 70’s, had never 

attended any course in painting. She produces portraits and landscapes and stays totally unknown to the 

general public. Truong Dinh Hao from Ha Bac province, who is always classified as naïve painter went to 

art school, but had deeply integrated into naiveté. He stays free from formal constraints. His art even in its 

more abstract forms has obvious childlike features. Among these artists Nghiem Xuan Binh, 67, 
undoubtedly, is the most pure naïve known in art circles of the capital. Being an employee of government 

exhibition center for many years, he began to paint in his 40’s. Untutored, independent of usual academic 

models, longing to give a visual form to his personal experiences, the artist created a great number of 

canvases inhabited by the elderly women working on the rice fields or flirting, by happy young couples, by 

fishermen, horses, buffaloes, birds… 



       Nguyen Nhu Y, 34, is a trained sculptor, who has graduated from the Fine Arts 

University in 1995. During his students years a disappointed love was a trauma for him 

which caused a certain psychic disturbance after what, according to his classmates the 

University sent him to the hospital for some time. After his graduation from the 

university, unable to adapt socially, he comes back to his native village, 40 km from 

Hanoi, and works in isolation. During some years from time to time he comes to the city, 

sits at the gates of his former art school and carves stone sculptures which he sells for a 

very modest price or exchanges for a drink. 

       His obsessive dedication to art resulted in producing hundreds of sculptures for 

which he never makes sketches, nor does he take care of the material from which he 

sculpts. He carves directly stone or wood, more interested in a process than in a result. 

Great number of his wooden sculptures is inspired by the tomb figures of the ethnic tribes 

from the Tay Nguyen Plato in central Vietnam, but at the same time they reflect his own 

spontaneous expression and individual sensitivity. 

       The energy with which he works is fascinating, same as his complete independence 

from the public or market expectations. He confesses that  he works for two-three days 

without stop, not even sleeping, giving the outcome to something unknown inside of him 

what force him to create. 

       The behavior of this stranger to the ordinary world often doesn’t correspond to the 

social requirements. Y says that he enjoys difficulties in life. With shortage of money, he 

sometimes buys a very cheap motorbike which works for some days and stops forever. 

Then, he goes along the streets pushing his motorbike, proud to possess such a precious 

object. 

       He has a great sense of humor and can be very charming. Although he is not 

accepted as equal in Hanoi art circles. People look with irony to a man who being 

incredibly poor makes big parties for a whole village when he succeeds to sell his work. 

It stays a mystery why did he marry totally mentally disabled girl whose parents suffered 

from Agent Orange. They live together in a tiny house in his village where the casual 

boards serve as a bed, the only piece of furniture on the earth floor. 

       His life story is perceived by others as a tragic one, although he himself is quite 

happy with the way he lives, he never complains and makes no action in order to improve 

his material condition. 

       His works which are introduced in Salon Natasha, Hanoi gallery of contemporary art, 

attract only those who don’t look for the local flavor and oriental beauty, but appreciate 

“savage” side, sincere naiveté, and the striking emotional expressivity. One can easily see 

the originality and authenticity of his work regardless to what art material or technique he 

uses. 

       Last three years along with his common involvement with sculptures, Nguyen Nhu Y 

produced a lot of paintings and drawings which usually go by series: girls’ portraits, 

Hanoi streets, idyllic scenery, surreal vegetation, masks, devils, virgin Maries… It’s 

moving to discover that in the most of his numerous women portraits the artist idealizes 

the features of his mentally sick wife, and to see the excitement with which he speaks 

about the beauty of created images, which are so far from the prototype. 

       In his autonomic creative process, the “crazy” Y ignores not only the rules of 

academic art, but also the requirements of the modern official art world. Sometimes the 

artistically gifted outsider makes books with drawings and his own poesy, next time he 



acts as a “calligrapher” creating an inexistent alphabet of Chinese-looking characters. For 

this new year he made a series of calendars ( like a humoristic comment for traditional 

ones), which consist of four separate panels, but instead of traditional season flowers or 

women with four music instruments he builds up another symbolic row: four girls of 

different body complexion, four different face expressions and so on… The Tet, 

Vietnamese Lunar New year, he celebrated by the dozens of drawings with a repetitive 

images of monstrous looking monkeys of both sexes performing different human actions. 

       In general, Y’s transformed vision of the world with its variety of angles, from 

romanticized portraits and pastorals to the terrifying creatures can’t be considered as 

simplistic as one can think. The subject of his art is not only dreams and desires of a 

strange and naïve man. He finds comfortable to speak openly that in tropical vegetation 

he sees the architectural forms, and that in architectural structures – human features… he 

articulates it with such sincerity and cogency that looking to his works you believe that 

it’s really so… 

       At the end I want to tell one story from his life which may help to understand him 

like a person and like an artist. 

       Once his sculptures had been chosen by a curator from the Art Museum of Singapore 

for the exhibition of contemporary south-east Asian art and later had been purchased by 

the Museum. Y himself couldn’t get payment since he has no passport or identity card. 

The money came to my account, but leaving Hanoi for summer I asked my husband to 

give them to the relatives of Nhu Y, so they can control how he spends money. Being 

back to Hanoi, I heard that my husband gave money (some hundreds dollars) directly to 

Y regardless my warning. “No problem, he is not a child,” – he said –“and he told that he 

has improved his living conditions, he has build one more room”. 

       I was glad that Y has used this unusually big sum for him to improve his house. 

       Later some friends, who had visited Y in the village, told that he has build 

something, but not really a room. The artist himself told that he wanted “to celebrate” the 

fact that he got money from the Museum, so he had constructed a  4-5 m high tower with 

a diameter around 2 m, sculpting different images on its walls. When I went to see this 

tower by Vietnamese “Facteur Cheval”, I found only ruins. 

       “I have destroyed it”,-Y said. “You know I tried to make the images of my mother, 

of a dog, of a cat, of a frog and some other… But finally I noticed that a cat looks like my 

mother, my mother looks like a frog. I felt ashamed and broke my tower”. 

       When I wrote about this to the Singaporean curator, she answered: “Don’t you think 

that this is a very natural action for him? Would you expect something different?” 

       And I recollected the words of Dubuffet about virginity of Art Brut creators. 

       Thinking about links between Nguyen Nhu Y’s creative process and his 

psychological state, I wouldn’t accentuate the pathological side of his art. Instead, the 

virginity, freshness, originality of his art make this talented outsider so special in the 

rapidly commercializing art world of Vietnam. I hope that the marginalized individuals 

with such strong creative potential like Y would be once recognized in their own country. 

Abandoning artist discrimination towards outsiders, Vietnamese contemporary art can 

broaden its borders which are still limited by traditionalism, by remnants from the epoch 

of reglamentations and prohibitions in art, and also by recent influence of the market. 
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